
Packages 
Basic: 1 stationary camera to record both ceremony and reception. 1 
wireless lavalier microphone for the ceremony. Digital file delivery via 
email or Dropbox + 2 custom DVDs with custom menus.  

- Videos Delivered: full video of Ceremony (Reception can be 
added for an additional $100) 

- Videos recorded in HD 
- Editing: video is edited only by removing mistakes and cleaning up 

simple audio mistakes and issues. Editing time: up to 4 hours 
- Price: $1,000* 

 

 

 

Premium: video coverage of bride and groom and parties getting ready 
(up to 2 hours). 2 cameras (one stationary and one in motion) to record 
both the ceremony and reception;  

- Audio: Full use of 2 lavalier and 2 handheld microphones for the 
ceremony and reception. Also use of Shotgun mic for use of 
capturing audio from Bride, Groom and Officiant during the 
ceremony. 

Videos Delivered:  

                                 1: Full Video of Ceremony and Reception. 

     2: Cinematic Trailer Edit.   

- All videos shot and edited in 4K video quality 
 



- Editing: video from both cameras are synced and mixed together. 
Video is edited to be switched between the two cameras for 
capturing special moments. 

- Digital file delivery via email or Dropbox + 4 custom DVDs with 
custom menus and sub-menus (consisting of 10 picture background 
video and background music per menu and sub-menu).  

- Price: $1,300* 

 

 

 

Premiere: Video coverage of all activities leading up to the actual 
ceremony (up to 3 hours of filming). Up to 3 cameras (2 stationary and 
one in motion) to record the ceremony and reception. 

- Audio: Full use of 4 lavalier and 4 handheld microphones for the 
ceremony and reception. Also use of Shotgun mic for use of 
capturing audio from Bride, Groom and Officiant during the 
ceremony. All audio is recorded in multitrack on a professional 
Studio Mixer. Also if musicians or band are present and will be 
recorded as well. 
 

- Videos Delivered:  

                                 1: Full Video of Ceremony and Reception. 

     2: Cinematic Trailer Edit.   

- Editing: video from all  cameras are synced and mixed together. 
Video is edited to be switched between the cameras for capturing 
special moments. Audio from all cameras is synced and edited to 
match video. 



 

- Digital file delivery via email or Dropbox + 6 custom DVDs with 
custom menus and sub-menus (consisting of 10 picture background 
video and background music per menu and sub-menu).  
 

- Price: $2,300* 
 

 

 

 

Ultimate: Video coverage of all activities leading up to the actual 
ceremony (Unlimited hours of filming). Up to 5 cameras (4 stationary 
and one in motion) to record the ceremony and reception.  

- Audio: Full use of 4 lavalier and 4 handheld microphones for the 
ceremony and reception. Also use of Shotgun mic for use of 
capturing audio from Bride, Groom and Officiant during the 
ceremony. Groom and Officiant Mic’ed up. All audio is recorded 
in multitrack on a professional Studio Mixer. Also if musicians or 
band are present and will be recorded as well. 
 

- Videos Delivered:  

                                 1: Full Video of Ceremony and Reception. 

     2: Cinematic Trailer Edit.   

- Editing: video from all  cameras are synced and mixed together. 
Video is edited to be switched between the cameras for capturing 
special moments. Audio from all cameras is synced and edited to 
match video. Videos are edited and produced in 4K. Commercial 



Music used for Cinematic Edit ($250 license fee included; but if 
fee is higher for selected song, customer will be responsible for 
additional license fees) 

 

- Digital file delivery via email or Dropbox + 8 custom DVDs with 
custom menus and sub-menus (consisting of 10 picture background 
video and background music per menu and sub-menu).  
 

- Price: $3,500* 
 
 
 
*Note: All packages above do not include travel fees which can 
run from $100 to $400 depending on location of wedding event 
and distance from our home office in Spring, TX. However we do 
not charge travel fees for events happening at venues that are 
within 20 miles of Spring, TX 
 
 
All packages above are based on an average Wedding (both 
ceremony and reception) time of 12 hours. If the Wedding (both 
ceremony and reception only, not including prep time coverage) is 
scheduled for longer than 12 hours there will be a fee based on the 
number of additional hours that are needed and the package that 
the couple has selected for their wedding. 
 
Also all packages include a setup time block for our team to arrive 
at the venue and get all cameras and equipment setup and in place 
before the Pre-Wedding and Ceremony footage is to be captured; 
usually we allow for 1 hour for setup before we start filming. 



 
 
Livestream Services are able to be added to any of the packages 
above and will include streaming to Facebook Live or Youtube. 
The Price of these services are $300 per hour and will only have 
the feed from one of the stationary cameras for the Ceremony and 
reception. ** 
 
 
**Note the price for Livestreaming applies to a scenario when 
there is an available WIFI or Wired Ethernet connection at the 
Wedding Venue. If no such connection is available for us to use 
then the Price will be increased to $500 per hour to cover the use 
of a Mobile Network Hotspot for Livestream Transmission. 
 
 
 
 
 
All packages above are for reference and can be used but they can 
also be added to or subtracted from to better fit a specific budget or 
if the couple wants to better customize their package. Please feel 
free to email us at: timothybellmediaproductions@yahoo.com or 
call us at (832)-367-5113.  

 

 


